
Henrich Zinger With His Family 

This is a family photograph. From left to right are I, my daughter Elena Goldman, nee Zinger, my
son Kalman Zinger and my wife Sophia Zinger, nee Belinskaya. The picture was taken in Uzhgorod
in 1954. I got married in 1946 in Uzhgorod, after I returned from the camp for prisoners of war in
Voronezh. I began to work at a garment shop in the center of Uzhgorod. My clients mainly wanted
to alter their old clothes. I went to work and my wife was a housewife. Our first baby, our son
Kalman, named after my father, was born in 1947. He was circumcised according to Jewish
traditions. In 1949 our daughter Elena, named after my sister Helena, was born. Her Jewish name is
Chaya. I had to work a lot to provide for the family. This was a hard time. It was difficult to get food.
Our shop grew bigger. I worked there for 25 years. I had a crew at the beginning. The procedure
was such that I gave a cut to one seamstress and she had a suit or coat completed from beginning
to end. I just checked her work. When the shop switched from individual to operational method I
quit. I went to another shop where an acquaintance of mine worked. They worked as I was used to:
one person made an item from beginning to end. I retired when I was over 70. However, I
continued working at home. I had many clients. I had very little free time that I tried to spend with
my family. I took them to the park or to the cinema. Our son was very fond of music and learned to
play the violin. Later he gave up music. Our daughter also started playing the piano, but she also
gave up. After school our son studied to become a photographer and then he began to work as a
photographer. He married a nice Jewish girl from Uzhgorod. We made a chuppah for them at home
and invited a rabbi. We also organized a wedding party at home. Their son Dmitrii was born in
1982. In 1996 our son and his family emigrated to Israel. His son went to study at school in Israel
and then my son and his wife went to visit him there and decided to stay. My wife and I approved
of his decision. My son and his wife were young and could start their life anew. Our son works as a
driver in Israel. Our grandson finished school and serves in the army. When his service is over he
will go to university. Our daughter Elena went to work at the Uzhgorodpribor Plant where my wife
worked. Elena married a Jewish man from Uzhgorod. Elena and her husband also had a Jewish
wedding. Her last name in marriage is Goldman. In 1976 their son Edward was born. Our grandson
finished school and went to Israel under a program for young people. He lives and works in Israel.
He got married in Israel. I have an eight-year-old great-grandson. His name is Daniel.
Unfortunately, Elena's marriage failed. Our daughter lives with us now. Elena worked at the plant
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for 22 years until it was shut down. Since then she has worked with Hesed. She used to deliver hot
meals to old people and now she works as a visiting nurse.
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